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Abstra t
In this paper I present a lass of parallel and serially on atenated
linear blo k odes, fo using spe i ally on the ase of repeat a umulate odes and the more general irregular repeat a umulate odes. The
analyti al tra tability of repeat a umulate odes has enabled the rst
derivations of oding theorems for any lass of turbo-like odes. Experimentally, repeat a umulate odes allow linear-time en oding and
de oding with performan e omparable to turbo and LDPC odes.
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Introdu tion

Turbo odes were introdu ed in 1993 [1℄ as a pra ti al ode onstru tion
whose performan e approa hes Shannon's theoreti al limit for the apa ity
of noisy hannels, whi h was rst introdu ed in 1948 [2℄. It has led to the
subsequent redis overy of low-density parity- he k odes [3℄, and the disovery of the onne tion between iterative de oding and belief propagation
[4℄[5℄. There has been a re ent explosion of interest in su h odes de ned on
sparse random graphs. [6℄[7℄
However, analysis of turbo odes has mostly been experimental, far outpa ing theoreti al results. Also, the following fundamental problem has still
1

not been solved: for a given hannel, nd a ode that has linear-time en oding and de oding, and has rate arbitrarily lose to hannel apa ity. Turbo
odes satisfy the linear-time en oding riteria while LDPC odes have enoding times quadrati in the blo k length. But there is a gap between
hannel apa ity and iterative de oding thresholds for both turbo odes and
LDPC odes on binary symmetri and AWGN hannels. [8℄ Although irregular LDPC odes satisfy the apa ity a hieving riteria on binary erasure
hannels.
Repeat a umulate (RA) odes were rst studied for their analyti al
tra tability as a simple ase of a general lass of parallel and serially on atenated odes. Divsalar, Jin, and M Elie e developed the rst rigorous proofs
of oding theorems for any lass of turbo-like odes, by proving that the
maximum likelihood word error probability for RA odes over a memoryless
binary-input hannel approa hes zero as blo k length k ! 1. [9℄ Iterative
de oding of RA odes is suboptimal but linear-time and gave good experimental performan e. RA odes were then generalized to irregular repeat
a umulate (IRA) odes. [8℄ Coding theorems were proven for IRA odes
on the binary erasure hannel, and less rigorously on the AWGN hannel.
In Se tion 2, I will de ne a general lass of on atenated odes and
the ases of regular and irregular repeat a umulate odes. I will illustrate
the stru ture of RA odes using Tanner graphs, and ompare them to the
stru ture of LDPC and turbo odes. In Se tion 3, I will outline proofs of
oding theorems bounding maximum-likelihood de oding error probabilities
for repeat a umulate odes. In Se tion 4, I will brie y dis uss linear-time
iterative de oding algorithms for RA and IRA odes and proofs of apa ity
a hievability for IRA odes. Finally in Se tion 5, I will mention analysis that
has been done on the lass of on atenated odes beyond repeat a umulate
odes.
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2
2.1

Stru tures of Con atenated odes
General

lass of

on atenated

odes

Consider the lass of on atenated odes depi ted in Figure 1 with q en oders
( ir les) and q 1 interleavers (boxes). The ith ode Ci is an (ni ; ki ) linear
blo k ode, and is pre eded by an interleaver Pi of size ki , ex ept C1 whi h
is onne ted dire tly to a length k blo k of input information bits. The
overall stru ture must be a graph theoreti tree (i.e. have no loops). De ne
sq = f1; 2; : : : ; qg and its subsets sO = fi 2 sq : Ci onne ted to output g
and sO , the omplement of sO . The overall system in Fig. 1 is an en oder
P
for an (n; k) blo k ode, where n = i2sO ni .
P3

C3

P4

C4

C1

P2

C2

Figure 1: Class of on atenated \turbo-like" odes

2.2

Repeat a

umulate

odes

Spe ial ases of this general lass of \turbo-like" odes in lude parallel onatenated onvolutional odes (e.g. lassi al turbo odes), and serial onatenated odes. In parti ular, onsider the serially on atenated ode depi ted in Figure 2, where the outer ode is a rate 1=q repetition ode and the
inner ode is a trun ated rate 1 onvolutional ode with transfer fun tion
1
1+D . This is a repeat a umulate ode (or RA ode) of rate 1=q. Put more
simply, an information blo k of length k is repeated q times, s rambled by
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a xed random permutation, and put through a blo k ode whose input
[x1 ; : : : ; xqk ℄ and output [y1 ; : : : ; yqk ℄ are related by
y1 = x1
y2 = x 1 + x 2
y3 = x1 + x2 + x3

...
yn = x1 + x2 + x3 +    + xqk :
block length
k
Repetition
Code (q)

qk

Interleaver

qk

Accumulator

qk

Figure 2: Repeat a umulate odes
Here I will illustrate the stru ture of repeat a umulate odes using Tanner graph representations. A Tanner graph G = (V; E ) is a bipartite graph
whose verti es are partitioned into variable nodes Vm and he k nodes V
with edges E  Vm  V . Che k nodes represent lo al onstraints on subsets of variable nodes; an edge indi ates that a variable parti ipates in a
onstraint.
For an (qk; k) RA ode, denote the k information bits by U = fu1 ; : : : ; uk g,
the qk ode bits by X = fx1 ; : : : ; xqk g, and the qk intermediate bits (inputs
to the inner ode) by fv1 ; : : : ; vqk g. Represent the qk equations des ribing
the a umulator inner ode with he k nodes C = f 1 ; : : : ; qk g
xi =

(

v1
vi + x i 1

if i = 1
otherwise:

Represent both information bits U and ode bits X by variable nodes. The
Tanner graph representation of RA odes, with Vm = U [ X (open ir les)
and V = C ( lled ir les), is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Tanner graph representation of repeat a umulate odes
2.3

Irregular repeat a

umulate

odes

Irregular repeat a umulate odes (or IRA odes) are a generalization of
repeat a umulate odes. The Tanner graph representation of IRA odes
P
with parameters (f1 ; : : : ; fJ ; a), where fi  0, i fi = 1, and a 2 Z + , is
illustrated in Figure 4. There are k variable nodes on the left representing
the information bits fu1 ; : : : ; uk g, and ea h su h information node is onne ted to i he k nodes, where the fra tion of information nodes onne ted
P
to exa tly i he k nodes is fi . There are r = (k i ifi )=a intermediate he k
nodes, with ea h he k node onne ted to exa tly a information nodes. The
ra edges joining information nodes and he k nodes are on gured by a xed
random permutation. Finally the he k nodes are onne ted to r variable
nodes on the right representing the parity bits fx1 ; : : : ; xr g.
The value of the parity bits are determined uniquely by the ondition
that the mod-2 sum of the values of the variable nodes onne ted to ea h
5

he k node is zero. Denoting the values on the ra edges between the information nodes and the he k nodes by fv1 ; : : : ; vra g, the re ursive a umulator
formula omes out
xj = xj 1 +

a
X
i=1

v(j 1)a+i ; j = 1; 2; : : : ; r

where x0 = 0. Observe that for xed a and as n ! 1, the en oding
omplexity of IRA odes is O(n).
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Figure 4: Tanner graph representation of irregular repeat a umulate odes
The IRA ode depi ted in Fig. 4 an be nonsystemati or systemati .
The nonsystemati (r; k) IRA ode en odes the information bits fu1 ; : : : ; uk g
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as fx1 ; : : : ; xr g, and has rate
R=

Paif :
i

i

The systemati (k + r; k) IRA ode en odes U as fu1 ; : : : ; uk ; x1 ; : : : ; xr g,
and has rate
a
P
:
R=
a + if
i

i

Observe that the regular RA odes are nonsystemati IRA odes with
a = 1 and fi = indi ator(i = q).
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Proving Coding Theorems Using ML De oding

Coding theorems for the family of repeat a umulate odes on memoryless
binary-input hannels were proven by upper bounding the average maximumlikelihood de oding word error probability with a union bound, and applying
the uniform interleaver te hnique to derive weight enumerators of ode ensembles. [9℄
Consider a memoryless binary input hannel with input alphabet f0; 1g,
output alphabet , and transition probabilities p(yj0); p(yj1). The Bhatta harya parameter is de ned as

(P p
2 p(yj0)p(yj1)
= R yp
p(yj0)p(yj1)dy

if is nite
if = Rr :

is an upper bound on the ML de oder error probability for a binary
ode with two odewords separated by Hamming distan e h. Denote the
weight enumerator of an (n; k) linear ode by A0 ; A1 ; : : : ; An , where Ai is
the number of odewords of weight i in C . Thus for an (n; k) binary linear
ode with known weight enumerator, the union bound on the ML de oder
word error probability is
n
h

PW



X

h=1

Ah h :

Consider a system of on atenated trun ated onvolutional odes as de7

pi ted in Fig. 1. De ne a ode ensemble Cn1 ; Cn2 ; : : :, where Cni is a set of
(ni ; ki ) odes with ommon rate Ri = nkii . A uniform interleaver is de ned
as a probabilisti
mapping of a given input word of weight w into !all distin t
!
ki
permutations of it with equal probability p = 1= ki . A ode
w
w
ensemble is thus generated by a uniform interleaver.
Denote the input-output weight enumerator (IOWE) for ode C by fAw;hg0wk;0hn,
where Aw;h is the number of en oder input-output pairs with input weight
w and output weight h. Given the IOWE A(wi)i ;hi 's for the odes Ci , the
ensemble IOWE Aw;h is
Aw;h =

q
X
X (1) Y
A(wi)i ;hi
!:
Aw1 ;h1
P
k
i
i=2
hi :i2SO ; hi =h hi :i2sO

w

For an input blo k of length k the union bound on the ML de oder word
error probability is
!
k
n
X
X
PWUB =
Aw;h h :
h=1

De ne

(w; h) = klim
sup logk Aw;h
!1
M

The parameter
3.1

w=1

M

= max
max (w; h)
h1 w1

is alled the interleaving gain exponent.

Interleaving gain exponent

onje ture

The IGE onje ture states that there exists a
as the blo k length k be omes large

0

su h that for any < 0 ,

PWUB = O(k M ):

The IGE onje ture implies that if M < 0, then for a given < 0 the
word error probability of the on atenated ode de reases to zero as the
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input blo k size is in reased.
3.2

RA

odes

D. Divsalar, H. Jin, and R.J. M Elie e [9℄ derived the ensemble IOWE for
a (qk; k) RA ode
Aw;h

(2)
qk
X
A(1)
w;h1 Ah1 ;h
!
=
h1 =0

=

k
w

!

qk
qw
qk h
bqw=2

(1)

!
qk
qw

!

h 1
dqw=2e 1

!
(2)

and used it to prove the IGE onje ture for RA odes. They found that
= d (q 2 2) e:
Thus an RA ode an have word error probability gain only if q  3.
M

3.2.1

RA

odes a hieve

hannel

apa ity

H. Jin and R.J. M Elie e prove that RA odes have the potential to a hieve
hannel apa ity. [10℄ Spe i ally they show that as the rate of the RA ode
approa hes zero, the average required bit Eb =N0 for arbitrarily small error
probability with ML de oding approa hes log 2, whi h is the Shannon limit.

4
4.1

Iterative De oding
RA

odes

The omplexity of ML de oding of RA odes is prohibitively large. Using the
Tanner graph representations (see Se tion 2), message passing algorithms
an be applied to de ode RA odes. [11℄ The belief propagation algorithm
9

is an instan e of GDL [5℄ and, as simulations show [9℄[12℄, gives good performan e de oding in linear time despite being a suboptimal de oder.

4.2

IRA

odes

Similarly, an iterative sum-produ t message-passing de oding algorithm is
de ned for IRA odes. [8℄ Furthermore, sin e the sum-produ t algorithm
simpli es onsiderably on the binary erasure hannel (BEC), H. Jin, A.
Khandekar, and R.J. M Elie e prove that irregular repeat a umulate odes
an be en oded and de oded in linear time at rates arbitrarily lose to hannel apa ity for the BEC. Their proof uses xed point analysis of iterative
de oding and density evolution. They do not have a rigorous proof for the
AWGN hannel, but demonstrate the performan e of IRA odes with numeri al results for both hannels. In their simulations, IRA odes perform
slightly better than turbo odes of omparable omplexity, and as good as
the best irregular LDPC odes. They show that IRA odes ombines the
favorable attributes of turbo and LDPC odes in that IRA odes have linear
time en oding (like turbo odes) and are amenable to Ri hardson-Urbanke
style analysis (like LDPC odes).

5

Beyond Repeat A umulate Codes

H. Jin, in his thesis [11℄, applies similar methods used to prove oding theorems for RA odes to variants of RA odes, spe i ally repeat-delay-delay
odes, onvolution-a umulate odes, and repeat-a umulate-a umulate odes.
He further applies the same method to prove the IGE onje ture for all parallel and serial turbo odes on any memoryless binary-input hannel.
[13℄ demonstrated both analyti ally and experimentally the performan e
of serially on atenated trellis oded modulation with one or more inner
a umulate odes.
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6

Con lusion

We have seen that the dis overy of repeat a umulate odes has led to the
development of a string of provable oding theorems for the lass of onatenated trun ated onvolutional odes. The experimental performan e of
these simple odes is omparable to turbo odes and LDPC odes, but unlike
those other odes, repeat a umulate odes an be en oded and de oded in
linear time. It still remains to be proven that repeat a umulate odes or
its variations an a hieve hannel apa ity on any memoryless binary-input
hannel.
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